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1.0 Introduction

1.1 The Resolution : By its Resolution No. ECA/UNTACDA/Res.89/79

of 16 November, 1989 on the " Trans African Highways- the Conference of African

Ministers of Transport, Communications and Planning requested the ECA to set

up; as soon as possible, a Bureau to serve as the sinqle Secretariat of the Trans-

African Highway Authorities, and appealed to member States of the Highway

Authorities to honour their financial obligations vis-a-vis the single Bureau

on time (Annex I)

1.2 The Trans-African Highway System (TAHS)

The concept of the TAH System, once realized will promote intra-African

trade and travel through physical integration of all countries. Under the Lagos

Plan of Action the African countries have accorded high priority to the TAH system

as one of the major elements of rransport input for promoting collective slelf-

reliant and self-sustaining development of the regional economy. The declaration

of the Decade for Transport and Communication for Africa in 1978 was an emphasis

on the importance placed on the role of transport and communication in the

integration of African economies.

The highways are designed to criss-cross the entire economic and political

region of Africa and subsequently to link up together to make the landscape of

Africa an efficiently interactive economic space.

The composition of the TAH network is as follows:

(i) Lagos-Mombasa Trans-African Highway (TAH}

(ii) Cairo-Gaborone Trans-East African Highway (TEAH)

(iii) Lagos-Nouakchott Trans-West African Highway fTWAN)

(iv) Lagos-Algiers Trans-Saharan Highway

(v) Tripoli-Windhoek Tr^ns-Central African Highway (TCAH)

(vi) Beira Lobito Trans-Southern African Highway (TSAH)

{vii} Dakar-Ndjamena Trans-Sahelian Highway.

The above highways have establihsed Co-ordinating Committees, and in the
case of two have fully fledged Authorities.

In addition to the above the ECA is studying the development of two other
Trans-African Highways:

(viii) Rabat-Cairo Trans-North African (coastal) Highway;

(ix) N'Djamena-Djibouti Trans-Sahelian Highway.

Eventually and when fully realized the entire system would serve as arteries

of the Pan-African road system, and would be connected by feeder roads to complete
the international highway system in the continent stage by stage.
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■ The feeder roan's arc expected tc link up the production and consumption

centres-in the African economy, tc- these major artarios.

With all these fully in place it is envisaged that trade and other forms

of economic activities among African States will be highly promoted, in particular,

tourism, which is a popular industry of the future in Africa.

To realize those goals, member States through the Trans-African Highway

Authorities have undertaken to implement the programme fay:

(a) Constructing all the missing links to agreed standards;

(b) Standardizing and harmonizing of practices across the region;

(c) Removal of some non-physical barriers such as some of the administrative

.: , and legal controls that now hinder the free novements ot traffic across

borders.

As at the time of this report substantial work both in terms of physical

and non-physical aspects has been undertaken on the Trans-African Highway,,

especially Lagos-Mombasa, Cairo-Gaborone, Trans-West Coastal Highway.

The amount of work to be realized on the Trans-African Highway Network (TAKN)

is still enormous, but it is not in any way a discouraging factor. In the short

term, however, taking into consideration financial situation of member States

the completion of the missing links on the network is in serious competition

with the demand for maintenance, especially following the work of the SSATP which

highlights a backlog of almost US$ 5 billion, as against almost the same amount

desired to complete the TAH missing links. The implication of slacking on

commitment is that most, countries v/ill have their cnor,ous potential for growth

constrained by the existing deficient network. The deficiency of the existing

network is well known as a contributory factor to the imbalance in the economic

structure of African countries. Thus any attempt to restructure the economy of

these countries, without also taking into consideration the need for physical

improvement in tho> transport network, growth and development may not be fully

realizable.

The TAH links project may find it hard to attract funds against other

compteting demands, but through effective rationalization of the alignments,

and by taking advantages, in the interim, of other aspects, such as multimodal

approach and thus improving only the most critical link of the network, the entire

project can systematically be put in place in the long run.

The establishment of the Trans-African Highway Bureau (Ti\HB) is indeed timely.

Despite the existence of subrcgional organisations, implementing programmes in

transport, the implementation of the transport aspect of the Lagos Plan of Action

and, hence, .the:Decade for Transport and Communication■Programme is experiencing

serious gaps (in view of the limitations on the capacities and perspectives of

the subregionnl institutions) at the regional level. Hence, the need to create

effective regional organs to formulate and implement programmes in order to fill-

in vital advisory, promotional nnd dissemination roles at the regional level

is highly overdue.
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2. Institutional Background

2.1 Introduction

The concept of the Trans-African Highway system and hence, that of
The concept co_ordinate its implementation, was first conceived

(except ECOWAS); and the structure itself was very expensive.

Although an attempt to co-ordinate the activities of these f
made through the organization of their combined meeting, the first of which took
nlace in Addis Ababa, 6-10 October, 1986, the approach was still not
^effective. However, the approach gave an indication as to how a combined
solution to the problems of these Authorities could be found.

On the other hand the new approach to establish the TAHB will Provide for
the full co-ordination and harmonization of plans and programmes formulated at
subregionai levels into a coherent continental framework, which would effectively
rrlsa basis for physical integration of Africa, and also cut down seriously
on the cost of running the programme.

2,2 Problems of the old Order :

2.2.1 General problems s

A General problem confronting most of, if not all, the Inter-governmental
institutions created by the ECA and the 0A0 over the last decade has been the

serious financial difficulties they encountered.

ECA alone hart established more than 25 Inter-governmental institutions all

of which faced the chronic problem of continuously declining financial support
from member States. An ECA report indicates that of 28 member States »W«ting
one such institution, only 13 members contributed in 1973; only 11 in 1979; five
in 1980- two in 1981 and none in 1982. Another institution had survived only

on UN support. Still another institution would have shut down its offices long
ago if not for the support of the host country. According to popular opinions
among member States the international economic situation has hit their ability
to support these institutions; mostly due to the paucity of foreign exchange.
These funding problems have been the major cause for the structural weaknesses,

( poor performance records and frustrating experiences of the secretariats of these

intergovernmental institutions.
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2.2.2 The Experience of TAHA

In real terms the funds that are often required to sustain those secretariats

are much too high, at least for the moment, for member countries to cope with.

In the case of the TAHA (Lagos-Mombasa) only a few member countries sustained

the secretariat. While the Council reviewed each year and adopted balanced budget/

tied to programmed activities, the amount actually contributed had always been,

without exception, much less than pledged. Arrears to the Lagos-Mombasa Trans-

African Highway Authority as at November 1985 totalled 1,367,286 USD. In fact

under TAH appear to be less popular than they used to be at inception, but the

long-term nature of the Trans-African Highway scheme demands that it be implemented

step by step on incremental basis. Thus even though member States are no longer

constructing the missing links of these highways due to lack of sufficient

resources, they can still realize the scheme through their determined incremental

approach over the planned period to the year 2000.

2.2.6 Poor Programming

Similarly, critical observation of the past framework for the implementation

of TAH projects, would tend to indicate someting technically defficient especially

in its ability to efficiently transact the full business of the organization.

Hence, further feeling emerges that the actors involved arc not exhaustive. If

one takes the issue of facilitation on the TAH's for example, commissions were

established for each Authority consisting of professionals from member States.

Their efforts even if accomplished were completely in isolation from and in some

cases in conflict with those of the various sub-regional economic commissions,

such as the PTA, ECOWAS, ECCAS, SADCC, ARAB MAGHREB UNION, etc. These sub-regional

Organizations are in fact the current nucleus for the integration of African

economy with full political and economic mandates to handle issues of facilitation.

But Trans-African Highway Authorities do not constitute similar unions and their

commissions have no compatible political and economic mandates to initiate changes

in sovereign laws of member States; this was also a problem.

2.2.7 Poor Professional Competence

On the other hand the nature of programmes pursued by the Authorities and

institutions did not generate outputs that directly contributed to the progress

of work on the highways. Due to lack of funds and competent staff they simply

ran programmes of missions, meetings, and such non-productive activities.

2.2.8 Summary

To summarize this briefly the problems of the old order are very obvious

facts:

{i) Lack of funds under the normal national budgets or alternative sourcing;

(ii) Competing problems in the African Economy are rather too vast to

compromise under low-level of resources;

(iii) Lack of specificity in the role of the institution. Proper allocation

of roles between member States and institutions would have improved

the effectiveness of the old order, and also cautioned on the structure

of these institutions vis-a-vis the funds available.
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(v) Member States did not give priorities to the activities of these
institutions in their day-today decision-making, and rarely ««P**^
to serious decisions made by councils or appeals made by their Chief

executives;

(iv) These institutions have suffered from lack of organized commitment

and action, hence the lack of impact.

2.3 Progress Leading to the Establishment of the single TflHB

2.3.1 Development of the Process

The Trans-African Highway Bureau had existed at the ECA since 1971, and
had successfully launched the Trans-African Highway programme from inception,
and also provided substantive assistance to African member countries in the
establishment of the Ministerial Co-ordinating Committees, and later on, of

rss,r^r.C
Authority (TEAHA) was then established in 1981.

However, during its second regular meeting held in Cairo, Egypt, 3 to 5
March 1983, the Governing Council of TEAHA reviewed a proposal on administrative
services arrangements of its Authority based on a paper presented by tonyata«m
as the Kenya Position paper on that issue. This paper initiated the development
of subsequent debates on establishing a Combined Trans-African Highways Bureau

to be based in ECA. On reviewing the said paper and other relevant comments
that resulted, the Governing Council of TEAHA directed the ECA to study and submit
an alternative proposal to establishing its own secretariat for co-ordinating

the activities of its Authority, taking into account existing economic situation

and other prevailing difficulties in member States.

Over the years the issue of Combined TAHB was deliberated on heavily both
by the Conference of African Ministers of Transport, Communications and Planning

and also by the various Ministerial meetings of the various Trans-African Highways

Authorities and Co-ordinating Committees.

Consequently, Ministers at the combined Meeting of Trans-African Highway

Authorities meeting in Addis Ababa 5-10 October 1986 unanimously approved document

TRANS/TAH/86/l/Rev.1 presented by the ECA on the establishment of the combined
secretariat at the ECA, and called ontho ECA, by its resolution E/ECA/TRANS/42.18
of October 1986, to provide the infrastructure and technical assistance required

to establish the Bureau, and requested the UNDF to provide financial assistance

during its fourth cycle programme for the establishment and running of the Bureau

(Annex IX).

Furthermore, the Sixth Meeting of the Conference of African Ministers of

Transport, Communications and Planning, held in Kinshasa, Zaire, 23-24 March
1988, by its Resolution ECA/UNTACDA/Res.88/71 endorsed the r^solutionof the
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Combined Meeting of Trans-African Highway Authorities to reactivate the Trans-

African Highways Bureau and issued a final communique at the end of its

deliberations re-affirming the decision that a single Bureau be established at

ECA Headquarters with assistance from UNDP and other bilateral donors to provide

secretariat services to all Trans-African Highway Authorities established or

recognized by the Conference.

Similarly, the ECA Conference of Ministers meeting in Niamey in April 1988,

endorsed the reactivation of the Trans-African Highway Bureau in ECA in its

Resolution 639 (XXIII) and reiterated its appeal to UNDP in Resolution 604 (XXII)

to provide financial assistance to ECA for the reactivation and operation of

the Bureau.

Furthermore, after several years of deliberations on the need to reactivate

the Combined Bureau at the ECA, the various Governing Councils of the Trans-African

Highways Authorities took the following decisions:

(i) The Governing Council of TEAKA had considered the original paper by

the Kenyans on the proposal to ractivate the single Bureau at the ECA,

and had resolved that in effect the essence of the paper was a genuine

effort to determine the most effective method to develop the highway

system of Africa and accomplish that at the least cost. Thus the

Governing Council decided to suspend the need to set up its own separate

secretariat and instead mandated the ECA to study possible options,

in the light of the Kenya paper, and submit to African Highway

Authorities. Consequently, at its extra-ordinary meeting in Cairo,

Egypt 24-26th of October 1983, the TEAHA Council directed the ECA to

take responsibility for the co-ordinationof the affairs of the Authority

pending the adoption of a most appropriate administrative arrangement.

(ii) The Governing Council of TAHA (Lagos-Mombasa) on the other hand, and

after several deliberations at Council meetings on the deteriorating

financial situation of its secretariat in Bangui, endorsed the proposal

at its 6th Ordinary Meeting in January 1986 in Brazzaville and reaffirmed

its stand further at its 7th Meeting in Kinshasa, March 1987. Similarly?

after reviewing a more critical report on the situation of their

secretariat during its 8th Ordinary Meeting in Yaounde (Cameroon),

March 1988, instructed its Director General by Decision No TAHA/1/88

of 14th March 1988 to obtain ECA's advice on a necessary administrative

rationalization of its secretariat. Consequently, after receiving

the resultant report at its 9th Ordinary Meeting held in Addis Ababa,

5-11 April 1988, resolved to wind up its secretariat in Bangui by 31st

December, 1989 to join the proposed Combined Secretariat at ECA, and

directed the ECA to move ahead quickly to set up the single TAHB for

all the Trans-African Highway Authorities.
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Having achieved all consensus to sot up the Combined Trans-African

Highway Bureau at the ECA, the Conference of African Ministers of

Transport, CommunicaticnL t._! jPI^.^.-j au A;ii Seventh Meeting held

in Tangiers (Morocco) 12-15 November 1989, approved the plan by the

ECA to reactivate its Highway Bureau, strengthen it and establish the

single secretariat to cater for the needs of all the Authorities.

2.3.2 The motivation

2.3.2.1 The Kenya Position Paper, presented to the 2nd Ordinary

Meeting of the Governing Council of the Cairc-Gaberone Trans-African Highway

Authority, held in Cairo, Egypt, 3-5 March 1983, contained a succinct account

of the advantages of subscribing to a single secretariat for all the highway

Authorities, to be located at ths 2CA, over tl.s currr.l practice of individual

secretariat for each Authority. To summarise, the following points are very
important.

2.3.2.2 Considering the Political and economic realities of

the developing African countries and the chronic shortages of trained and skilled

manpower throughout the region, creating the single Bureau would cut down

administrative costs. Because it would be located in the ECA, whose mandate

it is to support and promote economic development efforts of Africa, the Bureau

would also be in a much better commanding and efficient position to monitor the

successful realization of the noble objectives of all Trans-African Highways.

2.3.2.3 Similarly, the setting up cf ths tingle Bureau should

result in increased membership which would in turn minimize the chances of lack

of adequate contribution from member States to the Bureau's programme of action.

That would also mean reduced burden of contributions on member States.

Furthermore, single secretariat would be run very cheaply when compared to many,

provide effective servicing of the authorities' activities, and help reduce to

a minimum the cost borne by mem.bcr "t3<-^ ■ , •> ' - t: .'3 -.. .-;rc. .re. their enthusiasm.

Similarly, being located under the umbrella of ECA will enhance its chance of

attracting funds from the UNDP and other financing aqencic^. In addition, because

of reduced cost on member States, the process of lunching the remaining proposed

Trans-African Highway Authorities can now be pursued with confidence and greater
enthusiasm.

2.3.2.4 Another important -advantage of the Bureau if located
at the ECA headquarters is that this would result in substantial savings on the

cost of "Common Services", initially estimated at 200,000 USD annually for each

individual secretariat. In addition, the Bureau would be r.ble to utilize the
facilities of ECA and to draw upon the resources, ii.cV.ring human rosurces and
expertise available at the Headquartes. Other side-benefits available in Addis
Ababa include the UN training centre and its proramme, tho ECA clinic, the Libr*rv
and Security Services, and utilities (Light and Water) at no cost to member States

of Trans-African Highway Authorities. For example, an alternative evaluation
of the costs of locating the Bureau in an independent location, say Bangui, has
been done by ECA (costs 946,714 USD .mnually) against location at the ECA (costs
499.395 US annually).

2.3.2.5 The creation of the single Eureau, in addition to its
cost-effectiveness, would still maintain intact the entity of the individual
Trans-African Highway Authorities, and still fully execute the responsibility
of co-ordinating the entire activities of the Authorities.
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2.3.2.6 The objective of TAH's has come to be of a global nature

in the light of the current African policy to physically integrate its economy.

The Trans-African Highway Authorities, operating independently as they did at

subregional levels lackeu a co-ordinating forum in order to work fully towards

the global integration and harmonization of the African transportation system.

Thus it was being assessed at a level far below its proper perspective, and at

a level where its issues could not rise above those of domestic political, economic

and social concern. Hence, the obvious decline in the will of member States

to support such institutions which were in fact split-components of a global

entity. The creation cf the TAHB to co-ordinate and promote the activities and

goals of the Authorities respectively brings to proper perspective an institution

that would effectively direct the realization of the actual ideals of the Trans-
African Highway System.

2.3.2.7 Therefore, in developing an operating structure for

the Bureau, one must ensure the maximization of these benefits to which member

States have attached great importance. It has clearly been shown that in the

previous order an institution was established in each case which could not clearly

determine its role and thereby show definite impact in the development of the

Trans-African Highways. Under the new order, however, a need is seen to fill

an existing gap in th.v implmentation of transport programme of Africa's existing

development strategy v:hich is expressed through the Lagos Plan of Action. In

other words clear gaps, in terms of vital programmes and their implementation,

exist which militate against the realization of the development objective, and

which task can therefore be defined as an outstanding but vital project. It

is with this aim in mind that a Bureau should be established as the desired project

to develop and implement periodic programmes that are very much within the spectrum

of activities in the prevailing gaps.

3• PROTOgED_CPSRATIOHAL STRUCTURE FOR THE BUREAU

The main objective of this document is to propose the best way of making

the Trans-African iHghwiy Bureau to be based at ECA's headquarters function and
efficiently perform its duties.

3.2 Transformation problems

The transformation from the old order to the single Bureau must address

itself to the following

3.2.1 The system is moving from a split structure based on

individual Authorities and Secretariats to a Unified system with a single

secretariat while maintaining multiple status of Authorities.

3.2.2 The proposed new order is also moving from a state of

affairs where members enthusiasm and will to sponsor seem to have faded
drastically.
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3.2.3 The old administrative arrangement of the activities

of the authorities over-burdened the effort of member States in terms of the

level of financial support they were expected to give the institutions. Since

this was so it became difficult to adjust the old order in its existing mode

to yield good results as desired.

3.2.4 Member States are anticipating major

new structure as a motivation to support fully the new Bureau.

relief from the

3.2.5 There is need for a new mode of operation in which the

input and output elements can be made functionally flexible to allow their optimal

adjustment in the face of prevailing circumstances in order to encourage a new

and enduring enthusiasm from member States.

3.2.6

secretaiats (fio,fcJ. 1)

Thus how can authorities that thrived on individual

1. Council 1. Authority

1. Secretariat

Fig. 1 Administrative arrangement for single Authority.

Transform to a system of Authorities with a single and centralized, but

light, secretariat, (Fig. 2) and yet overcome very effectively the problems

outlined above, and in addition demonstrate more competent performance.

9

9

1

Authorities

Governing Councils 1

Secretariat 1

Fig. 2 System of Authorities with single centralized Bureau.

3.2.7 The new set-up, in the form of the single TAHB at the ECA

will basically involve a single Administrative Secretariat with simple and

effective organization to co-ordinate all the affairs of the existing Trans-African

Highway Authorities and Co-ordination Committees plus several others that are

in the process of being set-up. This decision may not be a straight forward

task to implement as it would sound from the pages of reports. A new challenge

is therefore borne in the management of these Authorities; which means that a

new approach has to be designed. It must be emphasized that the matter is not

only that of achieving cost advantage on bureaucracy by combining all former

secretariats into the single Bureau alone, but that a new structure must emerge

and a new approach to run the business of the Authorities be adopted that can

make its operation feasible and efficient.
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9
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3.2.8 At the time of writing of this report, the Trans-African

Highway System has already fully established two Authorities and" five co-ordinating

committes whose activities would be serviced by the new Bureau in the short term.

On a long-term basis the Bureau would be expected to service 9 Trans-African

Highway Authorities.

Thus if, as an example, the single Bureau is to service

9 Authorities, on the basis of their traditional demands

(i) Undertaking of programme of Actions;

(ii) Organization and service of Annual Ordinary and Extra-ordinary meetings

of the Governing Councils;

(iii) Organization and service of meetings of Facilitation Commissions for

all Authorities;

(iv) Organization and service of meetings of Facilitation Commissions for

all Authorities;

(v) Undertaking of other regular and ad-hoc responsibilities that the

councils may assign to the Bureau;

The whole time of the Bureau will be choked up in non-productive and

bureaucratic activities as usual. In fact the issue of realizing a compact and

effective Bureau will be rediculed and, hence, a large Bureaucracy may eventually

emerge again calling for large number of staff at the average level in order

to prepare for and service the abeve demands on the Secretariat. Even meetings,

when allowed to prevail on previous scale, will alone exert unbearable demand

on the Bureau, and render its role ineffective as usual. This sort of situation,

if given room to prevail in the new orr^er, will not allow the Bureau to pursue

other interests crucial to the achievement of the objectives for which it has

been established.

3.2.10 Consequently, the issue of administravie demands on

the new Bureau has to be in such a way as to allow the new order to fashion its

new areas of concentration to give room for efficiency and purpose.

3.2.11 To make the Bureau very effective in the achievement

of tangible goals, it would be necessary to trim down on protocol and bureaucratic

commitments and to ascribe more challenges, in the form of down to earth and

very specific programme in areas of expertise.
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3.3 SOME NEW CONCEPTS INTRODUCED INTO THK NEW ORDER FOR EFFICIENT MANAGEMENT,

REDUCED COST AND ACHIEVEMENT OF OBJECTIVES

The orientation of the new Bureau is towards tangible programme implementation

and also towards the need for all participating authorities in the new structure

to perceive their role clearly and to take reponsibilit.y to render full account

of their undertakings. It is also desirable to ensure that the responsibility

of each organ has to bo clear and positive, and in particular less of bureucratic

excessiveness.

The new mode should also ensure that the responsibility of the Bureau is

limited to that of co-ordination of activities of member States through monitoring,
rendering of technical advice to them through project-oriented services, and

promotion of the ideals of the overall scheme through co-operation with external

bodies on directly related issues and especially those that would enhance the

realism in and effective develpment of programmes on all fronts.

Hence, the neo^ to introduce a unique set-up with tho following

elements/mechani sms:

3.3.1 Programme Oriented Bureau

To justify its contributions to the dcvelonent of the Trans-African Highway

System the new Bureau must engage in project-related programmes in order to co

ordinate activities of the Authorities and advise thorn on technical aspects of

the implementation of the highway programme. By getting involved at project

levels the TAHE will justify its inputs, tangibly, into realization of the

programmes and consequently be able to .ittract funds for its activities.

There are many aspects of the pregreamme whore t.b~ bureau can make tangible

contributions in order to effectively co-ordinate the projects, advise member

States, make concrete proposals to member States, anrZ promote the ultimate aims

of tho Trans-African Highway System. In particular, the activities of the Bureau

should be coplementary to the various inputs by member States and Intergovernmental

organizations concerned with transport issues, i.e. by filling the c^ps in the

efforts of States and IGO's Ln tho implementation of the highway programme.

The objectives of the Trans-African Highways are long-term in nature and

within the contexte of the- integration of African economy, and only a regionalized

forum, like the- TAH3, can gradually snd effectively build up and sustain the

desired momentum and perspective in this respect. To survive and sustain

considerable momentum implies that the Bureau has to initiate and build up its

capabilities tc play this role by developing and implementing programmes at its

level (i.e. regional?. Such a role has been non-existent under the old order

since individual authorities were simply ad-hoc -=nd administrative in character

and hence could not play an effective mle, for example, in the global programme

of the first Decade. The new Bureau has ample opportunity to initiate this dynamic

role by undertaking projects of the following nature which in most cases will

assist the member States to effectively implement the UNTACDA II programme:
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(i) 'Liaise with Gub-roci.on.-nl TGOs to undertake studies that are effective

towards the proper cc-ordination *nd. monitoring of the activities of

members in the TAHs, e.g. completion of TEAH Inventory and a complete

inventory of Trans-West African Hiahv.-ay Network.

(ii) Monitor prof visibility studios on selected links of these highways

in order to advise member States on viability of various alignments

taking into consider?. ticn their economic circumstances (e.g. Lagos-

Mombassa in Cameroon and Zaire, TEAH in Eaypt and Sudan? Trans-Saharan

(entire links)}.

(iii) Monitor the prrfeasibility studios of selected facilitation mechanisms

at selected locations in rnor.ber Stages in order to advise them en

viability of various protocol agreements in the interim, taking into

consideration their various economic, political and social circumstances.

(iv) Evaluate standard options on certain alignements of the highways in

order to advise member States on staged development of the highway

alignments over prescribed development periods?

(v) Monitor the utilization of the highways to advise on safety and service

provision.

A. Missing Links

1. To identify them;

2. Advise m alignments (Economic studies);

3. Monitor the activities of authorities in order to draw up a plan

for incremental or staged development of TAHS over some given

period, taking into consideration 0? the existing transit corridors

- and with the purpose to fill-in the missing links and, hence;

optimize the existing deficiency in the road network.

Details

(i) Detail study on the Trans-Sahelian link nf the TAHS - by undertaking

a comparative study cf %

maintaining the alignment or;

converting to system ■■ z transit corridors.

(ii) Revise the alignment of TEAH within Sgypt and Sudan.

{iii} A brief study to consider the revision of the following portions of

the alignment of the Lavros-Mombasa TAH:

(a) Mamfe-Gareua Bulai to Mamfe-Kumba-Douala-Yaounde-Bertona-Graroua

Boulai in Cameroon.

(b) Bangassou-Kisangani-Kasindi (in Zaire).
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B. Preparatory study for a proposed harmonization of design standards

for Roads development as a contribution to the study on harmonization

of Axle Load.

C. Monitor Protocol agreements with respect to Road Traffic, and with

a view to recommend some priority basis for the most suitable protocol

Agreements for the African countries taking into consideration their

existing political. Economic and Social circumstances; and also with

a view to lay a general framework for the harmonization of the protocols

being implemented at sub-regional levels.

D. Monitor the Provision of Roadside services on International routes

with the aim to recommend standardization and harmonization of practice.

E. Study for the recommendation of Design standards for vehicle bodies,

trailers, semi-trailers, and containers for use in transport of goods

under Bilateral and Multilateral conventions in the African Region.

Taking into consideration :

(i) Various types of goods;

(ii) Climate conditions and weather situation;

(iii) Anti-fraud characteristics;

<iv) Technical inspection procedures (simple) for Customs Authorities;

(v) Custom sealing procedure (minimal and simple);

(vi) Standardization and harmonization of practice within the region;

(vi) Simplicity and adaptability from existing modes;

(vii) Existing characteristics of road transport elements in the region.

F. Monitor the harmonization of Road Safety procedures and other aspects
of driving practices in the African Region;

Taking into considerations

(i) Effectiveness of the process;

(ii) Facilitation potential for Sub-regional and regional integration;
(iii) Work already done by the ECA under road safety;

Uv) Maintenance of Right-hand and Left-hand driving practices and habits
in the interim;

(v) Existing literacy levels in the region;

(iv) The existing training facilities at national levels.

G. Promote, in the interim, Multimodal Ratinalization of the links of

the TAH network in order to take into consideration the competitiveness
of the Railway Network in various sub-regions in the transition to
complete the missing links of the TAHs during UNTACDA II.
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Taking into consideration

(i) Existing economic and political realities of these countries;

(ii) Strategies and Priorities of UNTACDA II for bottom-up approach to
economic integration in the region?

(iii) Work done by ECA. in Transport Harmonization and Co-ordination in the
Sub-regions (Studies).

<iv) The most economic alignments of the missing links;

(v) Defficiency in the road network and its heterogenous nature (

from the paved road to the earth track and down to the primitive trail)?

(vi) Existing nature of rail system in the Sub-region, which lacks inter

connections but simply links from ports to inland point presently only

isolated stretches that do not flow into each other or even form a
network;

(vii) The relatively depressed position of land-locked countries because

of the structure of the transport system, which lends itself to the

development of industrial poles along the coast with only subordinate

industrial development of the land-locked countries? and which does

not allow them to implement a freely-designed policy for the industrial

part of their physical land development scheme, i.e. ability to carry

out more autonomous industrialization policy and allocate industries

more satisfactorily along all axis; thus transport problems prevent

them from effectively implementing their chosen plans,

(viii) The lack of inter-connectivity of inland areas of the African region
and the need to balance North-South and East-West connectivities,

(ix) The potential of existing system.

(x) Current drive towards sub-regional and regional integration and the
need to adopt the transport system to the objective.

(xi> To enhance market potential <-.f subregicnal groups through linkages
or regrouping of new markets for effective integration.

(xii) Specific cases in:

(a) Cameroon and Zaire on Lagos-Mombasa

(b) Trans-Sahelian

(c) Southern portion of TEAH

(d) Beira-Lobito.

H. Undertake appropriate steps to assist the various highway Authorities
to become operational through preparation of working documents for

establishment of remaining Authorities and, organization and servicing
of the meetings for their establishment.

I. Undertake appropriate steps to assist the proposed African Highway
Association to become operational.

J. Undertake all actions necessary to establish integrated computerized
data base for the TAHB.
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3.3.2 NEW DIRECTION FOR AUTHORITIES

It is envisaged under the new set-up that instead of the Authorities devoting

much of their attentions to the bureaucratic problems of their institutions and

secretariats, as often discussed at council meetings, they will, through the

actions of their member States concentrate on realizing their programmes within

the framework of the TAH system under active advice and monitoring role of the

bureau. They would therefore identify their priority projects on the highway

links within their various jurisdications in terms of physical works to be executed

on the links and to implement any bilateral and multilateral conventions that

might have been entered into by their various member States. Most cf those

projects would normally be identified within the framework of UNTACDA II in order

to ensure harmony in the development strategy of the nations, sub-regions and

the region.

At the general forum for co-ordination, Authorities through their member

States will compile progress reports on their activities in order to account

for the responsibility they have undetaken upon themselves under the TAH agreement.

Consequently, the Central Bureau at the ECA will undertake the responsability

for full-co-ordination, technical advice on programmes and implementation, and

promotion on behalf of the general forum for the Trans-African Highway Authorities.

Another reason for re-orientation of the various organs of the set-up, and

concentrate on programme-related activities, is to cut down costs which would

have resulted from excessive institutional bureaucracy, thereby making the

contribution quotas of member States for the maintenance of the Central Bureau

much lighter than before.

3. CONFERENCE OF MINISTERS

The present set up constitutes several Authorities and Co-ordinating

Committees, hence, it would be difficult to service their individual council

or committee meetings annually at different times, because to do that would in

itself require a large number of staff and, hence, make the new situation as

expensive as previously.

On the other hand, because of the large number of countries involved it

would be difficult tc constitute a Combined Council meeting every year. The

cost on member States would be tremendous, and would be an irony of what the

single Bureau advocates should she invite all African Ministers of Transport

to converge each year for council meetings. Hence, the new order is to adopt

the Conference of Ministers of Transport, Communications and Planning which is

held once in two years but, in addition, to invite those other ministers who

may be in charge of roads but not of transport in particular. The 2-year period

will be designated as implementation period of a short term plan by the Bureau,

at the end of which the Authorities can assess the implmentation of the 3-year

programme of the Bureau. The third year would allow the Bureau to complete its

programme and to use the fourth year for review and preparation of a new programme.
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Sessions of the Conference will be composed of two stages as follows:

(i) Meeting of the individual Authorities, which will consist cf experts

and the Ministers;

(ii) Meeting of the Authorities in plenary, which becomes the meeting of

the African Ministers of Transport, Communications and Planning.

The hierarchical structure of the meeting of the Conference of Ministers

of the Trans-African Highway Bureau is summarized in the following block diagram:

Meeting of Ministers rf Transport,

Communications and Planning (THE CONFERENCE)

Meeting of Experts

Meeting of Authorities Ministers

(Assisted by their Experts)

Fig. 5 Hierarchy of Ordinary meeting of Authorities.

3.3.4 SUPPORT COUNCIL

The issue of non-responsiveness of member States towards financial

contributions to the full budget of the secretariats in the past is a crucial

issue that needs to be resolved under the now order.

The physical implementation of TAH projects is highly dependent on both

the Ministries of Transport and Public Works of the member and Associate member

States, who are also the most appropriate nucleus for making effective policies

for development of transport and communication for the continent. However, at
the level of honouring Diplomatic commitments, promises and agreements at

international level they are unlikely to lend their time and minds to ensure

its success even though they may provide the funds for it, at local level. They

may attend the Council meetings and appreciate the need to budget for activities

of a collective nature at the International level, but once they leave the site
of meeting, they are most likely to be pre-occupied with issues of less diplomatic
nature.

Consequently, there would appear to bo an inherent need to supplement the

effort of the Ministers of Transport and/or Public Works by placing the

responsibility for remitting funds to these . Trans-African Highway institutions

in the hands of those institutions, responsible for Diplomacy cf the member States.

For example responsibility of Authority members would have been split into two

categories to take this situation into consideration as follows;
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AUTHORITY

Institution related to Diplomacy

Contributions

Institution responsible for Highways

Policy ar^l Impmlentation

Fig. 4; In^ut of responsibility -it council level

Thus if the Trans-African Highway Authorities operate under the auspices

of ECA and is located in Addis Ababa, why should the ambassacors of member States

representing their countries', interests at the? orn and ECA not be directly involved

in seeing to its country's contribution to these organizations, and at the same

time font* an active clement of the rcochanisn of support t ;• the institutions of

these highways. Being directly responsible fcr affairs in international co

operation, they woul° bo in a better position t.-- feel the weight of and respond

most favourably to ^oman'1 on their courtries by these institutions, while at

the same time forgo a mcHur:. of c^-operation back home with the ministries

responsible for policy and implementation of TM1 projects in order to co-ordinate

their budgets. Perhaps if this inccb-mi^m had been ir.tro^uced before., the problem

of relaxed mood towards contribution by member States would have been partly

reduced. This is an advantage tlviv can ht: exploited m the benefit of the Combined

Trans-African Highway Bureau to bo locate3 at the EGA in Addis Ababa,

On the other hand the question of budgetary support to an international

body like the TAFB is a matter that directly concerns international co-operation

among member States and for which responsibility must lie with the Foreign Affairs

Ministry of member States. The question of whether -; country honours or dishonours

its obligation to an international agreement is a matter that would directly

interest the External Affairs Ministry of momber State. Thus thn Ministry incharrje

of foreign affairs woul-11 nr.rn\al3y .-j-eratc r-licics that cover the overall

diplomatic commitments of its country whether a commitment does directly concern

the professional responsibility --f. a particular home-based ministry or not.

Consequently, one would foci that vtth tho now Bureau located at the ECA

headquarters in Addis Ababa, the city ot African Diplomacy, and thus of primodal

institutions responsible for pr^motinc. the integration of African economy, (an

objective that has given birth to the TAH System), the representatives of member

States will automatically take-up the responsibility to ensure that their country's

support to the Bureau is tincly realized.
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The issu- of su^-.-r^ v-^rr- s- important t- the survival of an^ performance

-f this Bureau <t i- n-copsarv that a Council (to be known qs SUPPORT COUNCIL)
be create* .*n£ charaoa with the responsibility tc ensure tho full support of
member States. This Council will meet every year to review the annual budget
of the Bureau against tl.e 3-yoar estiraato P.pprovea by the Conference of Ministers.

The Conference '-f Ministers aonoints the Chairman for this SUPPORT COUNCIL for
? period ^f enp or two v^rs. This suppo-.t Cruncil is non-prcfessional, but

vill be a^visc'1 by the EC£ -in/1 will concern itself solely with the annual review

and realization of the activities "of the "urc-u (which will be a slice of its
3-year programme estimate) arW ensuring full support from member States.

Besides bein- un^ci the riant perspective to appreciate the much needed
supnort to tho Eureau, the Enbapsi.-s will ^^ the Bureau the added advantage

of 'bning always in contact in view of their locations in Addis Ababa, thereby

reducing the usual cost of undertaking missions to member-States for the purpose

of pleading for contributions.

Consquently; each member State should establish ^ concrete understanding

with her mission in Addis J-baba for timely payment of their contributions to

the Bureau. Preferably, the annual estimate of quotas to each member State should

be inccrporp.teO into the budgetary previsions of their diplomatic missions to

J.ddis Ababa annually. .' c-py ^ ^ch .rronje^n^ ^houlr1 be depositer with the

Transport and Communication Division of the EC\.

3.3.5 The Technical Liaison

The Trans-African Highway prograrrone is intended to complement the national
and sufcregional transportation r.etvorh in order to conclude the global programme

to physically Integrate the African economy.

TVr-3 is why it i* vcrv important for the various subregional organizations
to establish see liaison und.r tine forum of the Trans-Afrlean Kighways W«
in order to ensure global co-ordinaticn of the aevelopment of the
network.. This is extremely necessary especially when it is envisaged ^
entire infrastructural development and facilitation proceaures ^^ ^ African
region would need to be fully hannonlzed, and eventually integrated. This is
why the subregional intergovernmental organizations wheh are already fully
Evolved in this process are of crucial importance in this alliance. Such
"ItituLns 's thePECOWAS, FTA, ECCAS, SADCC, UDEAC and the ARAB MAGREB UNION,
can closely co-operate with the Bureau in tne formulation and implementation

of programmes.

In order to benefit from international experiences and exposure, it would
also he necessary fo- the Bureau to liaise with some international organizations
Srattg in the African region, such as U.CTAD, 7KU, IRF3 UNEP, WB AM* etc
from which she car benefit towards formulation and implementation of effective

programmes.
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This entire group when linked up together under the activities of the

subsectoral and Subregional Working Groups of the UN Second Decade for Transport

and Communications for Africa will have a lot of impact on the effectiveness

of the Bureau'b prograiLiie auu

It is advised that this liaison should form the nucleus of a technical co

operation, vhich will serve as advisory on programme of the Bureau and should

also incorporate members of the proposed African Highway Association, which is

expected to integrate the experts in highways of the various African member States.

Since the Bureau is therefore expected to liaise with international, regional

and subregional institutions to develop programmes with regional perspective

and also implement them, the following is recommended: that the Bureau will, become

a member of the Subsectoral Working Group of UNTACDA II and also member of all

the Subregional Working Groups. Once this is realized an effective technical

formum is therefore assured for the development and implementation of effective

programmes by the- Bureau,

In fact there are quite a number of other contributions this working group,

as technical committee, can make to the achievement of the objectives of the

authorities. For example, they can advice on the promotion of the Trans-African

Highway programme and any other possible means of securing funding for its

projects. In real termss these bodies are often directly or indirectly involved

with the implementation of these projects within the context of their own

institutional policies and programmes. To involve them in a technical liaison

at the level of the Trans-African Highway programme for transport co-ordination,

harmonization and integration is but, to initiate a nucleus for the proper co

ordination of and harmonized development of the global African network, which

is the objective the TAR concept strives to achieve. Thus these bodies would

not only have the desirable experience at, their disposal, but form the most

effective source of material for proper co-ordination and monitoring of the

activities of the Trans-African Highway Authorities.

The Subsectoral Working Group on Roads and Road Transport of UNTACDA II

should undertake a leading role in this area of liaison within the operation

of the Bureau, most especially in the area of formulating befitting programme

of work for the bureau and locating suitable sources for funding of its activities.

3.3-5. Country report

The member States are the main implementors of the UN Decade for transport

and communications programme under their regular national development plans.

The contributions of tlio TAHB Lo the realization of the Highway programme

will normally be screened by the Conference of Ministers of the Trans-African

Highway Authorities. It is the Conference of Ministers that will advise various

authorities on the contributions of the Bureau. In most cases this will be in

the form of decisions, resolutions or recommendations that will be passed by

the Conference on such contributions.
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Consequently, various authorities, through their member States will implement

directives of the Conference of Ministers, and report on their implementations,

directly to the Conference. There are of course certain routine responsibilities

that the authorities should report on, through their members1 reports to the

Conference. These would include progress report on the construction of the Trans-

African Highway links within their territories and mobilization of funds, etc.

Such reports by member States, through their authorities or individual members

should be a regular feature of the meeting of the Conference of Ministers and

the authorities. For the purpose of convenience, these reports can be called

as country reports. Each member State can servo this role very efficiently through

the reports of their National Co-ordination Committees under the UNTACDA programme.

3.3.7. Rolling three-year programme of the Bureau

It is desirable to ensure that the new Bureau undertakes project-orientated

programme. This programme can be planned over a period of three years, specifying

clearly the projects to be undertaken in relation to the various objectives of

the Trans-African Highways programme that are much more crucial for the period.

Such a programme should be directly related to the activities of member States

within the period in order to ensure the continuous viability of the Bureau,

and more so that the strategy of implementing the TAH programme should be an

incremental effort.

At the beginning of each plan-period, the Bureau will develop its programme,

schedule it over the three-year period and determine its cost-estimate, and the

projected annual contributions by member States. This will be presented to the

Conference of Ministers for examination and approval. Once approved, the annual

component of the programme will be "budgeted. Since the Support Council meets

annually, the budget of the Bureau can be appraised by her under the technical

advice of the ECA's Division of Transport Communications and Tourism and then

an appropriate figure approved for that year. The Support Counci1 can review

the alloted contribution rates to the member States should she find it necessary,

otherwise that year's figures, as approved "by the Conference of Ministers, should

stand.

In concluding its task for a given year the Support Council should give

date-lines on contribution payments.

However, the Conference of Ministers and the Support Council can ensure

the timely payments of contributions by paying in the estimated figure for the

plan period immediately after approval by the Conference of Ministers.

With the dateline for submission of the proposed structure of the new Bureau

to the Conference of Ministers being February 1991, the three-year programme

of the Bureau should be presented at the same time, and also the budget for the

year 1991 "be presented.
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Once this plan is approved by the Conference of Ministers by February, 1991,

the ECA should summon the meeting of the Support Council by March 1991 in order

to ensure the immediate take-off of the Bureau's activities.

3.3.8. Statutory implications

The constitution of the Authorities of the Trans-African Highways will be

standardized under the new agreement to simplify the . procedure for the

establishment of new.Authorities.

The new Bureau is a non-statutory or^an and an integral unit of the Transport,

Communications and Tourism Division of 'the ECA. The statutory rights of the
various authorities and especially those which applied to their staff before

the establishment of the new Bureau should not be used to determine rights of

staff of the Bureau. The Bureau should be part and parcel of the ECA operational

body. Its financial management, staff ana operational matters will come directly

under the ECA system. This will enable the-Bureau to draw on the professional

expeirence of the ECA and to benefit from its facilities.

To try to tie the Bureau's operation to the ECA system is as good as enhancing

the advantages for which it is created. The coming into existence of the new

Bureau is as a result of administrative re-organization for co-ordination of

the activities of the various authorities, but not with the intention to establish

a new institution, and more so that the individual authorities are still statutory

organizations in their own rights, where all of their regulations relating to

their suppressed functions would normally remain silent as long as the new Bureau

stays in operation.

Consequently, the standard statutory documents of the authorities would

be revised in order to reflect the new order of organization and administration

of their activities- For example, the constitution, procedure for the conduct

of Governing Council and the terms of reference of Authority should be sufficient

for this purpose.
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3.U FRAMEWORK OF ORGANS OF THE TRANS-AFRICAN HIGHWAYS BUREAU TO BE LOCATED

AT THE HEADQUARTERS, ADDIS ABABA, ETHIOPIA

CONFERENCE OF MINISTERS OF TRMSCOM AND PLANNING

f AUTHORITIES

TCTD

BUREAU

TECHNICAL

COMMITTEE

Fig. 6. Organs of the Trans-African Highway Bureau
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3.U.I '"nritoxt °

The Conference of Ministers is a conferee of Ministers of Transport,
int. i.oniLXcnc^ o R^ + e* of the UN Economic Commission

Sgh^l^hoStie, l.clud^ those Masters v*o ,ay he in charge of Highways
in their countries rat --. i.ev. neces^ily for Transport.

Goras- P ^odv respoEsirlr, for the co-ordination of the functions of the

the UN

anr'commun'ic^tion^Decade^ National Co-ordinating Committees..

functions;

(i) Meets every two years.

(ii) Makes decisions, resolutions and recommendations fer the implementation
of" the- authorities, the central bureau and the support council.

fiii) ^ceive- T-oriev* fnd adopts the periodic country reports by member
' States '(incorporated) compiled in the report of each. Governing Council

Meeting of th<- Authorities.

(iv) Adopts a tfcrce-y^r programme for the Authorities,

(v) Approves - three-year programme and budget estimate for the Bureau
and to ensure funding through the support council.

(vi) Approves new quotas for contributions by member and member States
+ G u^c hftrQo-vi ar -K;^tP+ of -<-,he Bureau.

fvii) Reviews and approves thr progress report of the Bureau for the last

programme period,

3 }..2 The Trans^AfrJc.-'-.n Highway Authorities and Co-ordinating Committees

"11 the Trnn—■frir-" Hi °-hv-y Authorities and Co-ordinating Committees vill
stand" as independent str.t^torl nodio, as established under the instruments of
their agreements, vheru np^llcable.

Coal^- Ph—in^ d^vc-lowent of tht- Trans-.frican Highway network and the
"" of"signed bilateral and multilateral conventions to facilitate traffic^li^ti^n of signed hilattral and multi

mov™ents on the^o,dS and al.e those conventions that call for har^n,zatxon
co-erdination and integration of the various aspects of the highways or their

development.

Functions;

(i) Formation of authority;

fii) Identification of network alignments\

(iii) Undertake the following through the activities of their various member

States



fa) Construction or improvement of highway links-

(b) Financing of all vor>s on the Mghway

(c) Maintenance c* hi^hwrys-;

(d) Management nf the use of highways and provision of roadside

facilit ie:- ;

(c) ContribuT.ior- to the -ogular budgets of the combined Trans-

/-.f^jcan Highway Bureau:

ff) Prepare periodic programme of activities en the highways under

the current UKT-"CDA II strategy for TRMSCOM development in

/■■frlca;

(g) Prepare periodic country reports through their WCCs to the

Conference of Ministers,

(iv) Organization of i nter-St-t -. fa.::i iitaticn commissions and the

application of various protocol agreements for the standardization.,

harmonization of practices and facilitation of traffic;

(v) Meet at the beginning of each programme period under the auspices

of the Conference of Ministers of Transport, Communications and

Pip-nnir.g,

(vi) During bhe course of p^ogmmme period, Authority can hold any

extraordinary meetings ai, the request of its chairman to discuss

some specific issues relating to their programme to decisions of

the Conference of Minister?.

3.k.3 The support council

This is an organ of the Conference of Ministers, which will be responsible

for ensuring financial support to the Bureau. Its membership should be drawn

from member countries' rimztriez responsible for foreign affairs or regional

co-operation, and vno vcult! co-operate at home with the Ministries of

Transports/Public VorYs towards ensuring the timely pryment of contributions

to the Bureau. In appointing their representatives to this Support Council,

member States should be ^uid^d by the relatively high Interest these

representatives are expected to have in the goals of the organization. Similarly,

they should bo guld-ed by the potential of such representatives to influence

adequate funding of1 the activities of the Bureau,, They should also be guided

by the relatively closer or familiar contact of their representatives with fora

at global levels of this nature and, hence, by their potential to upheld higher

belief in the ideals of the TAHs.
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In view of the requirements outlined above, it may be desirable to open

membership of this support council to the following:

(i) Ambassadors or Plenipotentiaries of member States to the Economic

Commission for Africa and the Organization of African Unity or their

Foreign Affairs ministries.

(ii) Chairmen of the various authorities and co-ordinating committees,

(iii) Executive Secretary of ECA and Secretary General of OAU.

(iv) Head of the proposed African Highway Association,

Goals: '"'"To" ensure the full mobilisation of funds for the regular 'budgets

of the TAHB from countributions by member States, and any. other sources they

may find appropriate.

Functions:

(i) Review and approve the Bureau's budget, and also appraise and approve

supplementary budgets.

(ii) Review financial position of the Bureau annually and undertake recovery

missions when desirable.

(iil) Explore alternative sources of funding for the activities of the

Bureau.

(iv) Undertake any other responsibilities as may be specified by the

Conference of Ministers.

(v) Receive and adopt annual progress report of the Bureau on level of

programme implementation and expenditures of funds.

(vi) Report on its activities to the Conference of Ministers.

3.^.^ Technical committee

By establishing this committee the Bureau is simply placing its activities

within the context of the United Nations Transport and Communications Second

Decade programme, since its members form the core of the Road and Road Transport

sub-sectoral and regional working groups.

iGoals: To ensure the realism in and assist in the development of the

programme of the TAHB. It is also to ensure the adequate promotion of the Trans-

African Highways programme/scheme and the ideals which it serves. Furthermore,

to ensure harmonization and co-ordination of related objectives being persued

at different levels.

Functions:

(i) Screen the programme of the TAHB in line with the objectives and

guidelines for the development of the TAH system, facilitation of

inter-State movements, harmonization of transport issues and physical

integration of the African economy, before submission to the Conference

of Ministers.
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(ii) Advise the TAHB on the funding of its programme and provision of

technical assistance.

(iii) Contribute to the provision of materials/data for the development

of its programme.

3-5 THE TRANS-AFRICAN HIGHWAY BUREAU OPERATIONAL STRUCUTRE

TCTD

(ECiV

[TECHNICAL

COMMITTEE
CO-ORDIN£TOR BIL. SECRETARY

AHA.

GENERAL SERVICE

STAFF

TRANSPORT

ECONOMIST

FACILITATION

OFFICER

PROGRAMME

ASSISTANT

SENIOR HIGHWAY

ENGINEER

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE PERSONNEL

Fig. 7: Structure of the Trans-African Highway Bureau
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Considering the re opens? "hi lity of the Burecu as reflected in the nature

of programme tc \-: LrrpL: .iic nJv.d . the nbeve structure is recommended f-r its

operation. However,, the implementation of the above structure will be accomplished

progressively or on incremental "basis.

3.5.1 Goals: the goal for adopting the above structure is t:; establish a light

and compact bureau whoso functions will be limited to project-related programmes

3 while cutting down on bureaucratic responsibilities. It is also designed with

the intention to eut-d-W! or: csts by maintaining strictly relevant staff,

3*5-2 Functions:

(i) '"he Bureau -'ill operate under r.he general supervision of ECA/TCTD.

C ix) Will develop and execute programmes relevant to the co-ordination

of activities of member States; provide technical advisory services

to member States and to also use such programmes to promote the

physical im.-"-rr°tion -f the. regional network.

(iii) Convene the regular 2nd any extraordinary meetings of the Authorities,

support ■Council and the Technical Committee, and any other subsidiary

bedies as may be established- such as that of the proposed African

Highway Association.

(iv) Be responsible for the preparation of the agenda., annotations thereof

and the wcrVdng documents f-~r the meetings; and service such meetings

and prepare the reports of the meetings.

fv) When delegated to do c:; by the Conference of Ministers or Governing

Council of an authority, perform and exercise the duties and powers

normally per farmed and exercised -v it.

(vi) Advise each authority .-r committee on the preparation of its country

progrru';imes,

\--ri1- ) Prepare ^nd si^mit period^ cally to the Conference of Ministers and

annually to the Support Council statements ^f accounts and provisional

estimates cf the ^eceipt end expenditures cf the Bureau,

(viii) Transmit cocisions taken by the Conference of .Ministers to respective

member S^ter of the authorities.

(ix) Ensure thax decisions taken by the Conference of Ministers, especially

those relating to the implementation of the various programmes of

works ar^ executed,

(x) Perform any other service required for the effective -operation of

the Bureau as may be assigned by the Conference of Ministers and/or

Governing Councils* and make any suggestions which may contribute

to the effectiveness of the Trans-African Highways.,
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(xi) Administer [,L,. pic;ebs ci formation and establishment of highway

authnriJ:i es ar.d co-ordinating ccmrrdtteos, and. also that of the

proposed £frie^n Highway Association.

3-5-3 The adminij>tr^ij£e_s/^^

The aim here is to i-utinllj specify a compact and effective structure for

the Bureau which will "bo tossed viohin the first few years of operation for

adequacys and can be modi ^ cd ^nd revised from + Iine to time, (to cope with its
enlarging responsibilities), -^r.d thrt -11 efforts ire to he made to fill the

posts with bilateral co-operation assistance whenever feasible.

3.5-3.1 Co-ordinaror

1. Under the Chief ::f TCTC supervisi-n> th^ TAHB ce-ordinator shnll he

in overall ehar.50 of the operations of the Buren u, for the direction

and day zo d«y supervision ■-■f Its '-peratlons and the smooth func-cioning

of the Bureau.

2. He shall provide directions and professional guidance to all professional

staff of the Bureau, including expert- consultants and others attached

to the Bureau,

3. He shall lir.ise with international and bil-vhersl organizations concerned,

involved ar.d/'-v .inferesved in the Trans-African Highway development,

and establish and maintain harmonious working 2 elationship with the

member St.p.tos ^f the T/^T.

k. The co-o.rdlna-'-or shal.1 h?.rmcnjzo the works of the various Trans-African

Highways. TIe s;--:."1.1 a - ^"~1.^ifa ir. this ^nde^.vour hj the T/»HB staff,

3.5.3.2 Senior Kig'hvay Engineer

The senior Engineer will undertake the fellow!rg functions in his role to

assist the Co -ordi.n'itcr:

(i) Development, of projects in h'p arer -f speciality and preparation

of The periodic progranme- of the Bureau.

(ii) Implement pr^jt-ctF. in his area of speciality..

(iii) Co-ordination of the physical improvements of the infrastructure

of TAHII.

(iv; Inventory study ;i.nd dat:i processing <ind management.

(v) Similarly will undertake projects to enhance activities in the

fallowing means by the authorities:

(a) Harmon* zr.ti.rn of practices;

(b) Development of the missing Links,

(c) Development of road maintenance •'■no management policies.
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(vi) Initiate and undertake various studies on the -TAHN in order to

identify action areas and strategy for realising the network.

(vii) Undertake missions to member States for the purposes of co-ordination

and monitoring of their activities.

(viii) Assist in the organization and operation of technical meetings,

training workshops and seminars in roads and road transport aimed

at improving the quality of highway sub-professionals in Africa,

and thereby improve the quality of construction and the standard

of maintenance of the Trans-African Highway system.

(ix) The Senior Highway Engineer shall represent the co-ordinator when

so designated, and shall, at other times, assume such other duties

as may be delegated to him.

3.5.3.3 Customs/Legal Expert (Facilitation Officer)

The C.L.E. will take responsibility of those aspects of the programme of

the Bureau which concerns facilitation of the movements of goods and persons

accross boarders of member States. Thus he will among many other tasks undertake

the following:

(i) Development of projects and preparations of periodic programme to

enhance the activities of and advise the authorities.

(ii) Implementation of projects in his area of speciality. His specific

responsibility would mainly be within the following specialities:

(a) Development of facilitation protocols;

(b) Promotion of the harmonization and integration of protocol

conventions in the region through co-operation with other IGOs.

(Iii)(a) Study and evaluate current customs and imigration procedures of

each group of Trans-African Highway member countries with a view

to recommend measures for improving international travel and trade

on the Trans-African Highway system.

(b) Study lincensing practices of commercial traffic, the extension

of "in-bond" facilities for goods in transit between ports and

landlocked member States, vehicle insurance and the harmonization

and simplification of travel documents required by international

travellers.

(iv) Assist in the establishment and development of subregional Interstate

Facilitation Commissions for the Trans-African Highway Authorities,

maintain working relationship with them and to service their meetings.

(v) Maintain close liaison with related organisations such as trade

promotion bodies, subregional economic groupings, and international

bodies operating with similar interests with the view to promote

physical integration of the African economy and by adoption of relevant

bilateral, multilateral and international conventions for the promotion

of trade.
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3.5.3.1+ Road Traffic and Transport Engineer (Transport Economist)

(i) The RTTE/TB will undertake responsibilities of these aspects of the

programme of the Bureau which directly concerns traffic, transport

and economy issues relating to the realization of the Trans-African

Highways programmes.

(ii) Will undertake development of projects and preparation of periodic

programme to enhance the activities of and advise the authorities.

(iii) Will implement projects directly related to his area,

(iv) Will particularly be responsible for the undertaking of the following

priority projects:

1. Carry out transport studies on the Trans-African Highways Network,

and on a particular highway or segments thereof9 to determine

the trend rvnd growth of transport demand, and make proposals

on improvement works on priority basis.

2. Make an inventory of existing transport regulations pertaining

to vehicle control, registration and importation, and prepare

recommendations to standardize motor vehicle procurement and

operation.

3. Review and analyse all available data concerning passengers and

freight movement and traffic flows, along the Trans-African Highway

system,, and identify seasonal variations of flows.

k. Develop estimates of unit construction and maintenance costs

of the Trans-African Highway network and the feeder system of

each highway and determine whether any backlog of postponed

maintenance is attributable to financial,, institutional or other

causes, or a combination of these, and the quantified remedial

measures required.

5. Assess the quality of road construction and structure of

construction industries in each member country, and prepare

recommendations for the Governing Councils on improvement

requirements, including the development of local contractors

to offset the drain of foreign exchange attributable to domination

of the African road construction industry by expatriate and

transnational contractors and materials supply enterprises.

6. Assess the road-side development potential of the influence area

of each Trans-African Highway and log available road-user

facilities such as rest houses, fuel and auto-servicing facilities,

any security and other problems and obstacles; and together with

other professionals such as the senior Highway Engineer, prepare

preliminary road-side development plans and active programmes.
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Item Programme Component

fix) Further works on the establishment
of any of the remaining Authorities

(x) Further vorks on the establish
ment of any of the African

Highway Association and servicing

of meetings

Output

Working documents and

meetings reports

Working documents, and

meetings reports

Year

1992

1992

(xi) Monitor existing inventory studies
of the Trans African Highways with

the intention to update existing

ones and to establish outstanding

works

(xii) Preparation of project document
for the identified works on

facilitation of travel and

trade on TAHs

Reports on strategies and

guidelines on outstanding

works, progress report

on the execution of the

'UAH programme

Project document for

bulateral assistance and

consultation reports

1993

1993

(xiii) Further work on the establish
ment of the integrated database

Progress and mission

reports

1993

(xiv) Preparation of project document
for outstanding feasibility

studies on the major missing links

of the TAHs

(xv) Preparation of working documents
for the meetings of organs of the

Bureau

Project document for

bilateral assistance

and mission reports

Working documents and

meetings reports

1993

1993
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3.5.^.2 Budget Implication

Item

E,01 Co-ordinator

E,02 Snr. Highvay Engineer

E.03 Snr. Secretary

E.Oh Transport Economist

E.05 Legal/Custom Officer
E.O6 Programme Assistant

Sub-total

E,07 Travel

E.08 Meetings

E.09 Equipment

E,10 Miscellaneous

Sub-total

Grand Total

1991

Ih. 500

B.a.

?0 311

B.A,

B,A.

9h 811

70 000

60 800

?s 000

15 606

171 ho6

266 307

Amount US$

1992

7^ 500

6rt 200

20 311

B -, a.

B.A.

B.A,

161 011

70 000

60 800

^s 000

25 000

200 800

361 811

1993

Ih 500

66 200

20 311

B.A.

B.A.

B.A.

161 011

90 000

60 800

70 000

Us 000

265 800

1*26 811

Contribution rates "by o.ll 5 300 7 OQQ 8 500

ECA member States

N.B. : B,A. indicates that the Bureau vill use bilateral assistance for work

to be undertaken under these posts for the period indicated.
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3,5.5 Minimum Level of Qualifications and Working Experience of Anticipated

Staff for the Bureau

1' Co-ordinator

Have an advanced degree in civil engineering and at least 3-0 years experience

at the national or international level including studies, analyses, policy

formulation and ple.nr.ing in highways and land transport issuer.. Some experience

in management and in the area of international co-operation in land transport

Issues vill "be an added advantage,

A higher-level decree (Ph.D. or equivalent) may be substitute?, for two years

of experience.

Should be fluent in English or French and to have a working knowledge of

the other,

2. Senior highway engineer

Have an advanced degree in civil engineering with *t least 6 years of

experience in highway planning, design., construction and maintenance. Some

experience in the area of international co-operation in land-transport issues

vill "be an added advantage.

A higher-level decree. (Ph.D. or equivalent) 7?«y be substituted for two years

of experience.

Should he fluent in Engli sh or French and to have a work: ng knowledge of

the other.

3o Transport economist

Have an advanced degree in transport economics and planning* vith at least

8 years of experience ir- "both transportation and development planning. Some

experience in the area of international co-operation in land transportation will

he an added advantage.

A higher-level degree (Ph.D. or equivalent) may he substituted for two years

of experience,,

Should "be fluent in English or French and to have wcrkirg knowledge of the

other.

^" Facilitation officer

Have an advanced degree in international relation vith "background in law.,

and to .have at least 8 years working experience at national or international

level including experience in international protocols, agreements and conventions.

Some experience in the evea of international co-operation in transport would

be added advantage,

A higher--level degree (Ph.D. or equivalent) may "be substituted for two yeas

of experience.
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Should be fluent in English or French and to have working knowledge of the

other.

5- Programme assistant

Have a degree in computer studies for equivalert) and to have had at least

h years experience in systems analyses and database management and analyses.

Some familiarity with land transport issues and analyses would be an added

advantage.

■Should be fluent in both English and French.

k. Summary of Comments ^or_the Dooiiment. on the Opeational Structure of the Trans-

African Highway Bureau (_TAHBy~

^'1 Comments from Economic. Community of West African States (ECQWAS)

fi) The BC0WA3 envisages the role of the Bureau as follows?

fa) "To co-ordinate the activities of subregional secretariats in the transport

sector, vMlo each of the subregional transport department is to reqport

back on its activities to the plenary session of EC/- Ministers of

Transport-, Cocimun leatiers and Planning-

(b) The Trans-African Highway Bureau In ECA should negotiate funds from

the UNDP and nthc- international financial organizations to implement

projects identified ?-t the level of subregional secretariat.

(ii) The ECOWAS vould prefer a structure for the Bureau that would ensure

the formation of authorities on subregional basis.

fiii) ECOWAS envisages the function of the Bureau as follows?

(a) Advj.se the subregional organizations on the prioritisation of projects

on basis of impact of transport schemes on development needs of other

sectors of economy in various parts of the region.

(b) Fund seminars and meetings to sensitize meiaber States on regional policy

themes thereby promoting such policy issues and, in this manner,, aiding subregional

organisations to implement their programmes effectively.

k.2 Conclusion

ECOWAS view emphasizes on closer co-operation betveen ECA and subregional

organizations, than hitherto possible, in the development and implementation

of transport issues in the region, and implicitly suggests that the type of Bureau

desired is that which should serve as a field arm of the ECA to promote transport

issues and policies ir. the member States and ensure practical co-operation with

the subregional organizations. This fact is synonymous with the wish of ECOWAS

to ensure co-ordination and monitoring of activities of the TAHs to be organized
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through irst~tutions a: i:hc euh:. ogicnaT ie^ol i;; or ■!<-..- to naKe the pctivit.ies

of the Bureau rather r-" "'Tp !.p-. ^rj s vil.i air- avoid the ur.nal complexify of and

duplication of f^rict'^ox^ hc+v-e'i the Bur ear ^nd "j>rcgior:cl lG0:y arjd -;:oreso

■'".hat t'Her-;e insf i ti;f i^nc ex:; ?' for ^■oir^er po."11c' es 'imori ^ s ■'Tj-es, hence. have

"ool" f 1 cal a;'d ononoiiric nandat^ ? to Jmolemert eonmv.:-'i transp:";rf and roimunicata on

■nolleIos of the n.e^";-e: ;"■--:.rs jn- o^rer vr^cs if Miis is agi'enhle V.hen r»xi?"*'ing

functions should he ro-"^p.°.rr= ^od ...o ■■/t^.t t"-\e fotlov; ng or.wr/j of nc -oydinaf ion

nnd monitoring vill pro1/":.! ;'■ '"he ^ubrogiona?. leve] 8'.

fa) P T'ii-,nb -West Afrloan Firhvr^ T7ctvrorV. Sysbem in '"ho rrOV7Ar' ouh^egion;

(b) A Trr-nG' jr.rsr ard aoutre^n African Highway :Icr^orv System :.n the

tr-.■"'! T^rf'C: Area (FT— r-ubi-f-aior °

(c) Z1 Trans-CPTirr---! Africn!\ Figh-^y TIetwor> Pvs^ em In the Economic Ccinmun: vy

of Central M'r^L--r\ "t:.' tee (EOC^-; subrogi or'.

u1 } A Trans For+n /.i'r:; ■ .nr. I:ifhvay Netvo?y. 3yst^: xr. tr»; Union oT ?'!n pb

At'\ o ■, LJ,l''j' /' 5 !.:.'.Tr«if?"j on

Consequentlys eie"1' ?-\ibr^~'l o"no] TOO \ci" 1 co-ofd.j.n^te ^o"l".": vi ti '-" on segnents

of the Tr^n^-- African Vi-.{?':vzir.vs 'vys^oi^ (T"'.;•"'' :'.. i''3 are^,; -nn^ ":b heinp; rione

~"'v^T-l:: e:i t:.' ~ m p "i 3. i'.iiO ?,'Sr-^c-;r~i ore h"^" +he :*.!■ l'.c rr-vornpion;.^ 1 oconcrie orr;anizati

'fhi s is of oo^itt" ■' .:■ v--..r ■/ vi r,r id'^r;., p.inco r-'^.f ■ >:' t ae 'yvins "African Highways

li nMnp on" eotir'try ^o ! he■ ot/he^' have v? rtually been icient i f i ed it vould he

."'. s^ost effective idler, if t:H: er- :.r\'r\-\r-r: ^n ■-.■"" !:hclv yen 11 zn.t inn ccr? he organized

"ccc/'hfif, oo ■■.he r"O;~~ '•r^e'"ii.";c ■rrciuo^np;^ exir:tJnp; v:'tM^ the region.

Cor-secjuently._, the l;"' r'nir.'"' ^f "■ nrt"1 '"i:-J ; "Tir ' ^g^f-fisior1:";; .-iiiior,,™ coiiritrri es on the

V\sir- of ^r,ch h 'L^\wr ■ '/ill he an 1 r ^'.-rT.at i or'n.)_ agreement ostablj.shir.g oy 1f.?v

fho verioas allgr!Tnon';.3 or" Tntorn^'iona 1 :"oiitt"3 ir1 the i-.-.gio^.. Thp focus of ''his

TCglonnl elericnt of ~x:~\r.'i.rx?~t.:'< ■" "-^"onlr 'chon 'Ufi i.h-;: ""T"."Ln ■•'-.friran FJghvay Bure'\uv

vorXing In clone In.-": .'.wciv ■.■':■ th "V;e e^hTegionr 1 5n^M4"".i^i on + o roj^.lir.e thi? pri'vie

^len^nt ■" f ^ej^ion,1.! ■ r"~- ■/■ ■"?" ; on,. 'Tii; ;j ■:] ?..! !:?v^n leCT.ve "1"'iic: ivO e of the Bureau

H"o ho very clear r,rri vir^on-'l"' eti n' i-;j T.h tr e "■•■"■:rpons:'.h"; Ir t: >_-s of "M'e subrogioral

TGCn as they e^vnt t,."1''■"-..'■ -

Purthormc^o. he^:-.;;;:. i. >>■■-. ir? l;K..-.ly to le^ve the B^rcf,-..1 with a vider

r -: f-pnns i hi lity of, r^i- ;.-"ly * icr.' f T-Irp proves? en the Trf^s- / fr:. :tjt Highways

li.nV^, hn.t ".rt^'jj.v '-1 :■'■ V' nlrp ri.-v^.her ";f^ hos on find "prono":.v np' t :'ie o- ff". oicnt

ri.evr lopinerit of ;mo.?g. " ri:? i o^.tj f'-'oncrortpt lor. 5 n tho t'o*t;:? on, i f wonIn ho most

ppp-.-'-pr-jrvh?. to r^p'ir.io trio ?.vrer«j r-:s Kho "^"nn-y^frin^n Hig'hvr?y Bureau (F;-".].TB) or



.3 AN ALTERNATIVE FEOPu^L TO 1HE ^TRUOflFr Or THE HEW BUREAU

,3.1 Organs: ^ —— -■ - - - .

! coKv^r^cj-j of ministers t

r!D. BUPEAU

(d) Preparation of <* programme or plan for those roads and their

classification in order of priority.

(c) /.dopMon of :-DC-c-ifir-..fic;-s .".no ^..ndard .-ult-s for the construction of
the' ■irt"-'i"1'"1-;c'i'31 hj/rhvays, ^nd i"c>* traffic, and more particularly with
rp-P^ to' the ^c^etrical' charactc islir- vith other reads, a highway
rr]Xe. ^oad si.fT.s°n^ sisals, itircor i.nnr= ^i+-h other roads or *vith railways,
-services sucb'aF -!'-:?-ephones. ."ssi stance, petrol ststionn, etc.

(d) Intervene v;th -:.• .-nuipelcn)■- ;ur>or1tio£ ,r th a viev to easing frontier

formali"' los;

(e) Ra3Sinf: of the trUirrlrfil ?t?-ndprdB of road -onstruc-ivion •

f-^'i Plervf "it' r.rr" c4"'-T :icj"f' to trie £5 ntnto:. y r-o.'/les of tro iv.,.o,

li.3.£.2 For the ma-Dosc of cffi.ilc^tdcvelcpiagrit^ transport

(a) Advise moi^e- states on rri-nerPl aepe--^ of -r>ac ::-v.d ro?d Transport

development.

(b) Promote ne-T ^.nnnvative policies in nicn^er Ptates"

(0) Liaise vith inter natinnnl. roroml anrl svihrcrional organizations in

the developirent and Inplwnentp.tion of pro^ran-nos,

(d) Provide technical ,issi st.iiio-- tr, suhrepjonel l^odi-s enpapec? in the
development of road and r^ad transport p^tter:^

(f) Serve as -cc? cr^rist to regjonr,: Africa- rc-..d snei road transport
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if.3,3 Changes from the first proposal

(a) No country reports necessary, "but annual reports "by subregional IGO's

will "be required,

(b) No support council necessary, nut representatives of the subregional

IGO's and officials of the proposed AHA will review the financial state of the

Bureau from time to time,

(c) Contributions tc the Bureau's activity will be made direct from the

TGO's which should forn part of their annual transport budgets, In other words

an indirect contribution will be envisaged from member States thrugh the

subregional agencies. Also once the AHA is in place., membership fees will be

charged and this will help the Bureau's finances while serving as secretariat

to the Association,

(d) Authorities vill be established, by "highways in order to establish the

statutory agreements among States to designate a particular continental highway

link as an international artery and also establish feeder links to It.

(e) Co-ordination and rr.onitoring of th development and management of these

statutory international highways will be organized through the subregional IGO's

from the Highway Bureau at EGA..
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ANNEX I

RESOLUTION ECA/UNTACDA/Bes.£9/79

TRANS-AFRICAN HIGHWAYS AND ROAD SAFETY IN AFRICA

The Conference of African Ministers of Transport. Communications and Planning.

meeting in Tangiers., Morocco, on 15 and 16" November 1989

Aware of the fundamental role that the trans-African highways can play in

the physical, economic and social Integration of Africa.

Mindful of the role which the trans-African highway authorities have to play

in the preparations implementation and follov-up of the second Decade?

Considering the consensus which emerged during its sixth meeting held in

Kinshasa in March 1989, or. the subject of the Lagos-Nouakchott-Tangiers axis,

Aware that road traffic accidents constitute one of the highest, causes of

mortality in Africa and that there is a need to intensify co-ordination of road

safety activities at all levels:;

^* Invites the States concerned to establish or to reactivate the authorities

of the Trans-African axe a, including the lagos-Nouakchott-Tangiers axis in view

of the consensus which emerged during its sixth meeting hold in Kinshasa in March

19B8;

2, Requests ECA to set up, as soon as possible,, a Bureau to serve as the single

secretariat of the trans-African highway authorities;

3. ApeaIs to States that are numbers of trans--African highway authorities to

honour their financial obligations vis-a-vis the single Bureau on tine.

4t Appeals to donors to assist in financing the running of the single? Bureau

of the Trans-African Highway Authorities;

5. Requests ECA to consider the possibility of establishing an African Highway
Association and to report on the subject to its next meeting.
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ANNEX II

RESOLUTION NO. 1

RELATING TO THE REACTIVATING OF THE TRANS-AFRICAN HIGHWAY BUREAU AT THE

HEADQUARTERS OF UNITED NATIONS ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOR AFRICA

The Combined Meeting of All the Trans-African Highways, meeting in Addis

Ababa, Ethiopia froiT6*~"to 10 October 1986>

Having noted the tremendous difficulties which African economies are currently

going through^

Aware of the difficulties .African countries are finding in honouring their

financial commitments towards the running of the institutions already set up

to co-ordinate the construction of the various Trans-African Highways,

Having noted that some countries are traversed by several Trans-African

Highways and threrefore have membership in more than one Institution to which

they have to financially contribute>

Having considered that a single bureau set up at ECA headquarters to service

all the institutions set up to co-ordinate the construction o'1" the Trans-African

Highways shal.1 be cost-effective., affording s. lot of saving on the part of African

countries.

Satisfied that a single Bureau shall serve the needs of African countries

in intensifying efforts already deployed towards the rapid development of the

Trans-African Highways programme3

Recommends:

to reactivate the Trans-African Highways Bureau first conceived

by ECA in 1971° and redefine its goals and objectives in order that It may meet

the needs of member States?.

2- Strongly urges the financial contributions necessary for the running
at the Bureeuf

3* Palis upon ECA to provide the infrastructure including technical assistance
necessary for the establishment of the said Bureaus

**• Requests UNDP to provide financial assistance during its fourth cycling
programme for the establishment and running of the Bureau;

5= Requests the Executive Secretary of ECA to take all the steps necessary
for the smooth running of the Bureau.




